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This paper addresses the problem of join query optimization in distributed relational data
base systems. It concentrates on the development of heuristic procedures that attempt to minim
ize the communication costs incurred by the distributed processing of queries. In particular, the 
paper deals with a class of heuristics that use a semi-join strategy as the mechanism for com
munication cost reduction. These heuristics are classified into two types -- local and global 
heuristics. The global heuristic proposed in this paper is based on an optimal solution to a 
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I. Introduction 

The dramatic decrease in hardware costs and advances in telecommunications have led 

many organizations to distribute their data processing activities and resources. Distributed 

processing orTers enhanced availability, reliability, parallelism, reduced system costs, and better 

responsiveness to user needs. To realize those benefits, however, numerous problems have to 

be solved, including processor selection, file and data allocation, concurrency control, backup 

and recovery, and query optimizations. For surveys of those problems, see [DOWD82], 

[IIAER83], f.JARK84], and IROTH77]. 

This paper deals with the problem of query optimization In the context of relational 

ICODD70] distributed data base management systems (DDBMS). The problem is how to 

satisfy data retrieval requests in a way that optimizes a given performance measure. The 

measures to be optimized can be communication cost, processing cost, and response time. 

Models developed to solve various distributed query 'optimization prohlems include [APERS3], 

[IlERN81], ICIIAN821, [EPST79j, [GA VI86]. [SEGE861. [SELISO]. I\VONG77], [YU83], and 

others (for surveys, see see [.JARKS4] and IYUS4j). The join operation is the most resource 

consuming operation in a relational database. Therefore. the performance of a DDIlMS is 

highly dependent on the join optimization procedure. There are two basic strategies for 

optimizing joins; the first performs the join operations directly, while the second precedes the 

joins by semi-join operations IIlERN81b] whenever beneficial. The erTect of semi-joins is to 

reduce the size of the join operands. In the context of DDBMS. semi-joins where introduced 

to reduce communication costs. In [SEGE88], it is shown that semi-joins also reduce the 

processing costs associated with distributed joins in many instances. 

This paper concentrates on the development of heuristic procedures that attempt to 

minimize the communication costs (or the amount of data transmitted) incurred by the 

distributed processing of join queries. In particular, the paper deals with a class of heuristics 

that use a semi-join strategy as the mechanism for communication cost reduction (examples 

for such heuristics are [APER83], [BERNSl], and IIIEVN79]). The heuristics that have been 



proposed so far can be classified as local heuristics in the sense that their steps are based on 

local measures. Most of the local heuristics are "greedy" heuristics, where at each step the 

most "locally" beneficial semi-join is added to the set of selected semi-joins. The contribution 

of this paper is in the application of a global heuristic to the distributed join optimization 

problem. It is global in the sense of basing the semi-join selection on an optimal solution to 

a simplified version of the original problem. The simplified problem retains some global 

characteristics of the original problem (hence the term "global heuristic" and the optimal 

solution to the first is feasible to the latter. We show that the global heuristic can generate 

beneficial semi-join operations not included in the solutions generated by local heuristics. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem of optimizing distributed 

joins .and distinguishes local heuristics from global heuristics. The mathematical notation used 

in the paper is explained in Section 3 followed by a mathematical analysis of the global 

heuristic in Section 4. The results of computational experiments are reported in Section 5, 

and. the paper is summarized in Section 6. 

2. Local vs. Global Heuristics 

The problem addressed in this paper is illustrated in Figure I. Two relations R 1 and R2 

are stored at sites 1 and 2 respectively. R 1 contains employee data (employee number, name, 

and the department number in which the employee works), and R2 contains data about 

departments and projects (department number and project number combinations). If a query 

at site 3 requires the join of R 1 and R2 on D#, the shown RESU LT relation has to be 

displayed at site 3. The join operation concatenates rows (or tuples) of R 1 and R2 whenever 

the D# values are equal. An obvious way of executing the query is to send R I and R2 to 

site 3 where they are joined. Another option is to send R2 to site I (or R I to site 2), join 

them there and send the result to site 3. The semi-join strategy is used to eliminate non

qualifying tuples from the operand relations. The result of semi-joining R I by R2 is shown 

as RT in Figure I. I t is achieved by projecting the D# column from R2 (eliminating duplicates) 
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and sending it to site 1 where it is joined with R 1. Note that the semi-join operation IS 

asymmetric; a semi-join of R2 by Rl (shown as R2 in the figure) does not reduce the size of 

R2. 

RI Ell Name 0# R2 0# P# Result Ell Name 0# P# 

E1 Tom 01 01 PI EI Tom 01 PI 
E2 Mark 01 01 P2 EI Tom 01 P2 
E3 Frank 02 02 P3 E2 Mark 01 PI 
E4 Jay 03 E2 Mark 01 P2 

E3 Frank 02 P3 

0# - E# Name 0# RI R2 P# 

EI Tom 01 01 PI 
E2 Mark 01 01 P2 
E3 Frank 02 02 P3 

Site I Site 2 Site 3 --

Fig. 1: An Example of Join and Semi-Join Operations 

The problem of distributed join optimization is highly complex and various verSiOns of 

the problem were proved to be NP-Complete (see [SEGE84J). For example, if n rclations are 

referred to by the query and there are m join attributes, then the number of possible semi-joins 

is (assuming that every relation contains the m join attributes) S = /l(n - I)m, the number of 

feasible sets of semi-joins is 2n(n-l)m, and the number of feasible semi-join strategies is 

ST = .f (~)i!. If n = m = 4, then S = 48 and ST = 1062
. 

I -0 I 
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The complexity of the problem renders the use of complete enumeration (or a restricted 

enumeration like a Branch and Bound method) impractical for most queries that involve joins. 

Consequently, it is expected that heuristic rather than optimal solutions will be used for on-line 

real world applications. In those instances, mathematical modeling and the derivation of lower 

hounds for the problem are a useful mechanism to evaluate the performance of the heuristic 

procedures [SEGER61 because conducting a significant empirical analysis using complete enu

meration for sizable problems is likely to be too costly for most researchers. 

I n this paper, we broadly classify heuristic procedures into two types: local heuristics and 

global heuristics. Local heuristics, which include query optimization heuristics proposed so 

far, are "greedy" procedures [HOR078]; they search for the optimal solution by choosing the 

"best" next solution, where "best" is defined in terms of a criterion relative to the current 

solution. Those algorithms terminate when no local improvement can be achieved. Many of 

the algorithms for distributed query optimization can be classified as ADD procedures, e.g. 

[BERNRII, [CIJANR21. Those algorithms start with an empty set of semi-join operations and 

at each step add the most beneficial semi-join to the set. ADD procedures difrer from each 

other in the set to be selected and the criteria for adding an clement to the set. For some 

problems the selected set constitutes a solution. while for others aduitionaldecision variables 

have to be determined. As an example, consider a distributed join optimization proble.m. 

After a set of semi-join operations is selected, one might still have to allocate those operations 

to sites and to optimize the required transmissions (it would not be necessary if these deeisions 

were made by the set selection procedure). The value of an ADD procedure is that for a 

given selected set .it is often easy to find an optimal or good solution for the rest of the 

decision variables. 

Glohal heuristics arc derived by solving a mathematical model of a relaxed version of the 

problem, such that the resulting values of the decision variables are feasible for the original 

problem. To determine a semi-join strategy, two decisions have to be made. First, a subset 

of feasible semi-joins has to be selected, and second, the sequence of those semi-joins has to 

he determined. I Many of the query optimization algorithms determine the set of selected 
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semi-joins and their sequence simultaneously. The global heuristic proposed in this paper first 

relaxes the sequencing aspect of the problem and determines an optimal set of semi-joins for 

the relaxed problem. The sequence of those semi-joins is then determined by using an heuristic 

procedure. I t is expected that such a global heuristic will generate beneficial semi-join 

operations not included in a local heuristic solution; in section 5, we present computational 

results that support this conjecture. 

3. Notation 

r n what follows, we will assume that the problem involves a single join attribute; this 

assumption is for expository reasons only, and it is shown in Section 4.3 that the resulting 

mathematical model is also valid for the case of mUltiple join attributes. The following 

notation will be used henceforth: 

T= The index set of sites and rclations. 

q= The index of the query site. 

(ij = : The transmission cost rate between site i and site j. 

R· =. I . Relation I. 

Size of relation I. 

D· =. I • Size of the projection of relation i on its join attribute. 

!\ semi-join between Ri and Rj , where Ri is the relation to be restricted. 

5 



The selectivity factor for Ri +- Rj, i.e., the size of the result of Ri +- Rj is Siaij' 

If i = j, then aij = l. 

If S IS a set, lSI IS its cardinality. 

Note: There is a one-to-one correspondence between a site number and relation number. 

For example, relation 4 is stored at site 4. That is why the same index set T is 

used for sites and relations. Frequently, we will usc the notation "join attribute i" 

to mean "the projec-tion of relation i on its join attribute"; that meaning will be 

obvious from the context. 

Additional notation and definitions will be introduced as necessary. 

4. The Global Heuristic 

Consider the following query optimization strategy: for each relation i execute a set 

(possibly empty) of semi-joins {R; +- Rj U,,=.1 s.-T, j * i} and then send the restricted relation 

i to the query site where a final join is executed. The henefit associated with that set of 

semi-joins is given by 

Si Ciq is the cost of sending the unrestricted relation i to the query site. Si n aU is the size of 
lei 

relation i after all semi-joints have been executed. Note that under the assumption that the 

values of the join attributes and independently and uniformly distributed, the total reduction 

factor is the product of the selectivity factors (sec [BERNS I] for further details). 

The cost associated with that set of semi-joins is 

6 
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where Dj is the size of join attribute j used for the execution of Ri +- Rj- Dj is not necessarily 

equal to J)j because relation j might have been reduced by the semi-join Rj +- Rk prior to the 

execution of Ri +- Rj- In that case (assuming that ~ was not involved in restricting R,,), 

D; = DjrLjk' 

I t is evident from the above expressions that the benefit of a set of semi-joins is independent 

of the sequence of those semi-joins, while the cost of the set is dependent on the sequence 

(since Dj is dependent on the' extent to which Rj was restricted prior to Ri +- Rj ). The idea 

behind the global heuristic is to remove the sequence dependency property from the mathe

matical model. This is done by assuming that the cost of a semi-join Ri +- Ri is DjCji, that 

is, the original attribute of relation j is used in the above semi-join. The efTect of this 

relaxation is an overestimate of a semi-join cost. Section 4.1 presents a mathematical modeling 

and the solution of the sequence-independent versIon of the prohlem (f)j replaces Dj in the 

cost arguments). 

The solution generated in Section 4.1 comists of a feasible set of semi-joins which are 

then sequenced in Section 4.2. 

4.1 A Mathematical Model of the Sequence-Independent Problem 

The following decision variables arc used in the mathematical formulation of the problem. 

yoO = 
IJ r-0, 

if relation Ri IS semi-joined by relation l~ 

otherwise 

7 



Since the simplified problem is sequence-independent, the decisions regarding the restriction 

of the various relations are independent of each other. For each relation Rj, i = 1, ... ,1"11, we 

have the following cost minimization non-linear integer problem. 

Prohlern .(NI,Pi ): 

Min{SiCiq n (max{( I - y .. ) a .. }) + I D.e-T .. } 
J<T lJ' lJ J JI IJ 

JET 

Subject to: 

The first part of the objective function accounts for the cost of sending the restricted 

relation to the query site. The total restriction factor is represented by the product part, 

where max'{(l - Yij), aij} assures that the selectivity factor 0 :0: aU :::: I will be part of the 

product only if Yij = I. The second part of the objective function accounts for the cost of 

selected semi-joins. 

Problems (NLI\) were solved by a branch and bound procedure and by a heuristic 

algorithm (denoted as Algorithm I). Algorithm 1 which is described below was used as the 

upper bound in the branch and bound procedure. Algorithm 1 is not proven to be optimal 

for problems (NLPi), but in all problem instances that we examined (200 cases) it generated 

the optimal solution. 2 
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A Branch and Bound Procedure 

The root level of the branch and bound tree is numbered zero. The leaf level is numbered 

171 - I. There are 171 - I decision variables since Yii can be arbitrarily set to either I or 0 

(recall that aii = I). The tree nodes at level k represent the binary decisions for variable Yi(k) • 

where (k) denotes an original rclation number. We need to use (k) and not k since the order 

of the· tree levels does not necessarily correspond to the original order of the relations. For 

a node at level k, let PREDti(k) = {JI Yij correspond to nodes on the path from the root to 

node d}; the variable Yij corresponding to node d is not included in PREDd(k). We divide 

PREDri(k) into two sets (note that T§ • Tf • F(Tf) , and 13f below arc a function of node d; 

to simplify the notation we don't add an explicit reference to d): 

"In and r} represent the sets of varia hies that have already been lixed at () and 1 respectively. 

We also define the current restriction factor associated with the set PREDr1 (k) as: 

I f node d at level k represents the decision Yij = I, then the net benelit of that node is defined 

as: 

9 



U sing the above definitions, we are now in the position to describe the ordering and fathoming 

rules associated with the branch and bound tree. 

A Dominance Rule: Yijl dominates Yij2 if in an optimal solution to problem (NLPi), Yijl = 0 

implies Yih = 0 and Yij2 = 1 implies Yiit = I. 

Lemma I 

(I3y contradiction). Assume that in an optimal solution to problem (NLPi ) Yiil = 0 and 

Yij2 = I. Let the optimal value of the objective function be :;(. I t is easy to see that by 

setting Yijl = and Yij2 = 0 the resulting value of the ohjective function, denoted Z, is such 

that Z < Z·. c=J 

We use the above result to construct the branch and bound tree such that the top levels 

correspond to variables in dominance order (if it exists); more specifically, let Yijl' ... , Yijm be 

such that Clijp < rtijp+ I and D}pe}pi < D}p+ I D}p+ Ii for p = I, ... ,m - I. The variables Yijl' ... , Yijm 

correspond to levels I through m of the trec. During the traversal of the tree, if a noded 

corresponding to Yijp = 0 is visited (and not fathomed), only a single path is followed in the 

sub-tree rooted at note d between levels P + 1 and 171; that path corresponds to Yij = 0 for ~ 

j = jr+ I, ... ,jm· The rest of the Yij variables correspond to levels m + 1 through ITI - 1; they 

are ordered based on nf whose value at the root node is: By = Sj Ciq(l - flij) - (jiDj- Variables 

to 



with lower BJ are at a lower tree level. The logic underlying this ordering is that fathoming 

(based on the rule described below) is more likely to occur at the top of the tree when such 

an ordering is uscct-. 

.. Lemma 2 

When node d at level k is visited, and it represents the decision Yij = 1, then if BJ ~ 0 

there exists an optimal solution (given that the variables for levels I through k - I are fixed 

as given by Tf and T§), such that Yij = O. 

Substituting the decision variable values according to 7t and T~ in problem (NLPj) 

produces the following new prohlem (corresponding to level k of the tree): 

Problem (N I,Pi' ): 

• Suhject to: Yij E (0, I), .i E T - 7t - Tff 

Assume that in an optimal solution to problem (NLPf) with an ohjective value of Z·, 
1\ k { _ 

there is a J such that Y - = I and BJ~ ~ 0. Also, let T I = j ~ j I Yj ; is set to I in an 
ij ~ 

II 



optimal solution to problem (NLPf)}. Substituting y.~ = 1 by Y. ~ = 0, the new objective 
IJ IJ 

value is Z' and 

Now, JJ~ ;5; ° implies that F(Tf)(l - u:~) - C~.D~ ;5; 0, and since O!ii: n (aij);5; I it follows 
J IJ J I J AI< 

I Z ' z· ° r--I JET( t lat, - _, !ii:. L-....J 

Following Lemma 2, a node d at level k that represents Yij = I is fathomed if BJ ;5; 0. 

Additional fathoming is done when a value of a lower bound at a node is greater than 

or equal to the upper bound value generated by Algorithm I (described below). We derive 

the lower bound value as follows: Consider a node d at level k. Let zZ denote the optimal 

solution to problem (NLPj) given that the variables corresponding to levels I through k are 

fixed as determined by 7~, Tf and node d. Also, let Jd identify the variable Yii corresponding 

to node d, and Id be if. - Vi" = 1 and o. otherwise. We define . .Id 

FUt) + = F(T}) x max {(I - Id), aij). The following Lemma defines a lower bound zlc as-

sociated with node d at level k. 

Lemma 3 

Let 

and 
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Proof 

When node d at level k is fixed to either 0 or I, the remaining problem is 

Subject to: 

The basis of the lower hound is the following inequality (recall that 0 ::;; aij ::;; 1): 

nn·· ~ I - I{I - (Iij) . 
j lj j 

Consequently, for any combination of Yij values in the product term of the above objective 

function, the following inequality holds: 

13 



Replacing the left-hand side by the right-hand side of this inequality in the objective function 

and solving the revised problem optimally yields a lower bound. J n the revised problem 

Yij = I if j ELand 0 otherwise. Consequently, the resulting value of zf is as given in the 

Lemma statement. 

An Upper Bound Procedure 

The upper bound procedure is an ADD procedure (stated as Algorithm I below) which 

uses the logic introduced as part of the branch and bound procedure. Since we need only 

denote current values in the description of the procedure, the notation Tff, Tf, and F(r'{) is 

replaced by Tth TL and F(7i). 71J = U Ell Yij = O} denotes the current" set of variables set to 

o at any stage of Algorithm I when applied to problem (NPLi ). Similarly, T\ = U E 71 Yij = I}, 

and the current restriction factor is defined as F(T\) = SiCiq n crij. At each iteration of 
. jeT\ 

Algorithm I, the next semi-join to be chosen (i.e., added to n ) is the one which maximizes 

the net benefit relative to the current restriction factor. The net benefit for Ri 4- Rj is given 

by ilj = F( TO( I - crij) - YiDj. 

Algorithm I resorts ilj in descending order to take advantage of the fact that once 0 
becomes negative Yij can be set to zero. Algorithm I terminates when either 1 T - 71; - T\I = 0 

(Step 6c) or all the elements in T - T6 - T\ have negative net benefit (Step 4b). When the 

algorithm terminates, the set Ii represents the set of semi-joins selected to restrict relation Ri. 

After the branch and bound procedure and/or Algorithm I are run 1 T 1 times (once for 

each relation Ri ), the global set of selected semi-joins is given by the union of the sets T\, " 

i= 1, ... ,ITI. Those semi-joins are sequenced in Section 4.2. 

14 
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Algorithm I 

Step I: 

Step 2: 

Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Step 6: 

(Initialization) T6 = T1 = C/J, F(n) = SiCiq 

Calculate Bj = F(Ti)( I - crij) - qiDj for all JET - 1'6 - n . 

Sort Bj in descending order. Let (j) denote the original index of element j in the 

sorted sequence. 

If B, > O.go to Step 5; else do: 

a. Y(JJ = 0, j = t, ... , n. 

b. Go to Step 7. 

a. Y(I) = I 

b. r~T\) = F(T\)Ui(l) 

c. 'Ii = T\ + {(l)} 

Let} be the first index j = 2, ... , n such that Bj ::;; O. 

.-
Do a. Y(JJ = 0, j = j , ... ,11 

b. TiJ= 7~+ {(i), () + 1), ... ,(Il)} 

c. If IT - Til - T\ I > 0, go to Step 2. 

Step 7: Stop. 

IS 



4.2 A Sequencing Algorithm 

Algorithm 1 generates a set of selected seml-Joms. The sequencing of those semi-joins 

has a significant impact on the resulting· communication costs. In this section a sequencing 

algorithm is proposed whose output is the order of execution of the selected semi-joins. That 

order of execution can be represented as a directed acyclic Oowgraph [BERN81 J. Algorithm 

2 below orders the execution of the semi-joins based on their net benefit. The net benefit is 

defined to be the benefit of the semi-join minus its cost. The benefit of a semi-join in the 

context of sequencing is not the reduction of the restricted relation (because that reduction 

is sequence-independent for a given set of semi-joins), but rather a lower cost of subsequent 

semi-joins due to size reduction of the join att~ibute of the restricted relation. For example, 

if semi-joins Ri ~ Rj and Rk ~ Ri are selected (i.e., Yij = Yki = I), then the benefit of Ri ~ Rj 

(assuming that it is the first to be executed) is in reducing the cost of R" +- Rj ; the net benefit 

equals to DiCik(l - aij) - Dj(ji' At every' iteration Algorithm 2 adds the semi-join with 

maximum current net benefit to the sequence, modifies the size of· the restricted relation's join 

attribute and selectivity factors, updates the net benefits, and proceeds with the next iteration. 

SCOST is the -cost of the semi-joins and is up_dated in Step 6 after a new semi-join is added 

to the sequence SQ (which is initially empty) in Step 5. 

Algorithm 2 

Step I: 

Step 2: 

(Initialization) SCOST = 0, SQ = 0, Dj = Db aij = (1.ij' for all ij E T. 

For every i E T and j E T\ calculate: 

Net Benefit = L (DiCik(l - aij» - D;(ji 
(kIYki= I) 

16 



Step 3: 

Step 4: 

Step 5: 

Step 6: 

Step 7: 

..... 
Let and j be the subscripts for which net benefit is maximized. 

Update Dj and aij as described in [BERN81). 

Remove} from T\ and add (7,}) to SQ. 

SCOST = SCOST + D~C- '" 
j j i 

I f ~{Ti} is not empty, go to Step 2, else stop. 
I 

4.3 Extensions of the Alodel 

The procedures described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are for a single join attribute. The case 

of mUltiple join attrihutes is handled in the following way. rtij is changed to rtijk and Di is 

changed to Diko where k denotes the attrihute number. Additional index set, denoted by A, 

is used to subscript the join attrihutes, a.nd problem (Nt!'i) is changed to: 

Subject to: Yijke{O, I}, jeT, keA 

where: 

-f 0, 

if Ri is semi-joined by Rj on join attribute k 

otherwise. 

17 



This problem is exactly the one described in Section 4.1, though with a greater number of 

variables (renumbering the subscripts is required to get the original form of problem (NLPi». 
The absence of attribute k E A from relation i is taken care of by setting Dik = 0 and aijk = 1, 

for all JET. 

The global heuristic can be improved by following the sequencmg algorithm with any 

query optimization algorithm that wiII consider only the sets T6, i = 1, ... , I n. This may add 

more beneficial semi-joins to the sequence. 

5. Computational Experiments 

A set of computational experiments was carried out to evaluate the performance of both 

the branch and bound procedure and Algorithm 1. Problems (NLI\) were solved for 200 cases 

in all of which A 19orithm I generated the optimal solution. I n order to evaluate the semi-join 

strategy generated by the global heuristic, it was compared with an enhanced version of the 

SDD-I query optimization algorithm (Algorithm OPT from [BERNS I I). The enhancement to 

Algorithm OPT is based on [YUS5), and we will refer to it as Algorithm EO PT. Since 

algorithm EOPT assumes a uniform transmission cost rate, Cij = C = 5, for all i, JET was 

used in the experiments. The results of the experiments are shown in Table I. The figures 

in the table represent the average (of eight data sets) ratio of algorithm EOPTs cost to the 

global heuristic's cost. The number of rclations and join attributes was 5 and 4 for two cases, 

4 and 3 for two cases, 4 and 2 for two cases, and 3 and 2 for two cases. The extended 

version of the global heuristic (see Section 4.3) was used in the experiments. 

18 
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The most important parameters in the distributed join optimization problem are aij. Db 

and Si' The smaller the selectivity factors, the more beneficial the semi-joins are likely to be. 

Smaller Di makes the semi-join cost lower. Since the benefit of a semi-join Ri +- Rj (for a 

given nil and Dj ) is dependent on the size of Rio that is, the larger Si the more beneficial the 

semi-join, we usc the parameter B to express the relative weight of the join attributes and 

relation sizes. When nand B assume large values, the global heuristic achieves roughly the 

same solution as EOPT. This is expected since not many semi-joins are beneficial, and the 

global heuristic does not have the "opportunity" to discover beneficial semi-joins. For very 

small values ofa and B (e.g., a = [.01, .02J and B = [.01, .051) we would expect the performance 

of the algorithms to be similar because most semi-joins are clearly beneficial. We would expect 

the global heuristic to exhibit the best relative performance when B values are relatively small 

(in that case, the sequence-independent problem is a very good model of the actual problem) 

and n values are not too small and not too large (in that case, identifying the complete set 

of beneficial semi-joins is difficult). Of course, determining what is "too small" or "too large" 

is the subject of a simulation study in the context of a particular case. 

In general, the results presented in Tahle I validate the ahove conjectures, and it IS 

evident that the global heuristic exhibits a promising performance. It should be noted that 

the join optimization problem is more difficult when the inter-site communication cost rates 

arc not equal. I n that case it is expected that the global heuristic will perform better (relative 

to local heuristics) than in the case of equal inter-site communication cost rates. In order to 

compare the global heuristic with an established local heuristic we used equal communication 

cost rates in the experiments. I-:inally, in all the cases that were run, the optimal solution 

was achieved in less than one second of CPU time on an IBM3090. 
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~ [.01, .02] [.01, .04] [.01, .08] [.01, .16] [.01, .32] 
Range 

[.01, .05] 1.05 1.43 1.29 1.48 0.99 

[.01, .10] 1.10 1.33 1.20 1.15 1.05 

[.01, .20] 1.16 1.25 1.17 1.02 1.02 

[.01, .40] 1.26 1.16 0.93 1.13 1.00 

[.01, .60] 1.10 1.10 0.98 1.00 1.00 

Notes: 1. U Range designates the range of the uniform distribution from which the 

selectivity factors uij were drawn. 
D· 

2. P Range designates the range of the uniform distribution from which Pi = S~ 
I 

were drawn. 

Table 1: Cost Ratios (Algorithm EOPT to Global Heuristic) 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has dealt with a class of heuristic procedures that attempts to minimize the 

communication costs incurred by the distributed processing of join queries in a relational 

Dn~S. Those heuristics use the semi-join strategy as the mechanism for communication cost 

reduction. The paper has classified heuristic procedures into two types: local heuristics and 

global heuristics. 

i\ global heuristic has been proposed in this paper; it consists of three stages: 1) selecting 

a set of semi-joins by solving a mathematical model of a simplified version of the problem; 
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2) sequencing the execution of those semi-joins; and 3) looking for beneficial semi-joins not 

selected in stage I. The simplified model used in stage I is achieved by ignoring the effect 

of the semi-join sequence on the cost of the semi-joins. That model, however, considers the 

global effect of the selected set of semi-joins on the size reduction of the relations. 

ror stage 1 of the problem, we have developed a branch and bound procedure. The 

procedure employs fathoming rules and a lower bound as was stated in Lemmas 1 through 

3. Algorithm I was used to produce an upperbound for the hranch and bound procedure. 

It turned out, however, that for all the cases that were run, Algorithm 1 produced the optimal 

solution. Algorithm I is not proven or dis proven to be optimal, and it wiH be a challenging 

exercise to ascertain one of the two possibilities. Given the performance of Algorithm I, and 

the fast processing time required for some ad-hoc online queries, it is recommended that for 

such cases this algorithm rather than the branch and bound procedure is used. ror small 

number of relations, and for pre-compiled queries, it is appropriate to use the branch and 

bound procedure. Since the -overall solution is not necessarily optimal, and Algorithm 1 

generates feasible solutions, it can be used regardless of whether or not it is optimal for 

prohlem (NLPi ). 

The paper has presented the results of computational experiments. Those results exhibit 

a promising performance of the global heuristic and validate some conjectures about the global 

heuristic. Current and future research concentrate on further applications of the global 

heuristic. That is, we find the approach used in this research to be of significance to other 

distributed query optimization problems. 
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FOOTNOTES 

I. ror more complicated strategies not discussed in this paper, a third decision is the 

location of semi-join execution (see [SEGE86] for a description of ~hose stTategies). 

2. The consequences of non-optimality are discussed in Section 6. 
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